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Motivation

The increasing availability of connected devices poses non-trivial challenges:

diverse heterogeneous entities −→ device abstraction?

collaboration vs selfishness −→ centralization? aggregation?

dynamic goals and environment −→ adaptive algorithms?

Aggregate Computing

Directly programming the global behaviour in a simple way, while ensuring
adaptivity, robustness, error bounds and bounded convergence times
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Large Distributed Networks

We may classify programming approaches in two groups:

“query-based” “data-based”

approach
computing when queries are

issued
maintaining results updated

resource usage
on demand

(best for fewer queries)
constant

(best for frequent queries)

responsiveness low: requires routing high: data locally available

quality high: fresh results low: older results
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Aggregate Computing Toolchain

1. Formal language, semantics and computational models for studying properties

e ::= x
∣∣ φ

∣∣ c(e)
∣∣ b

∣∣ d
∣∣ (x) =>e

∣∣ e(e)
∣∣ nbr{e}

∣∣ rep(e){x=>e}

2. Language implementations (Java-based Protelis, etc.)

3. Network simulator (Alchemist) or real deployment (BBN Technologies)
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Demonstrations

algorithm scenario

1 classical distributed distance estimation
Vienna [A., D., V., B. Distributed

Real-Time Shortest-Paths Computations

with the Field Calculus, RTSS’18]

2
comparison of distance estimation

algorithms
2000× 200m corridor

3 Voronoi partitioning Vienna

4 comparison of data collection algorithms 2000× 200m corridor

5 stampede-prevention service Vienna + real GPS traces

Thanks!
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